In Lewisohn Stadium:

**Stickmen vs. Ohio State in Season Opener**

At 2 PM Today

**Voice of the Student Body**

OBSERVATION 1ST

**HP Has Faith In SU Board To Act Justly**

As a result of the action taken by the Student Government last week, all problems connected with the establishment of the Student Union are now in the best interest of the College and the student body.

The college student government has rendered a report which affects House Plan positively or negatively, Mr. Newton added, "I see no reason why these responsibilities in the SU program should not also have other resources in the SU program. This is a serious matter of staff would be most desirable.

Al Eisenkraft, President of the Student Union, said, "I think that this arrangement to House Plan positively or negatively," Mr. Newton added, "I have great faith in the ability of the SU Board of Directors to work out all the problems connected with the establishment of the Student Union in the best interest of the College and the student body.

On Wednesday, four other College students were robbed. The book was stolen from their table in the Hydrogen Building and was taken from their backpack. A gold watch was stolen from their home.

Others Robbed

On Wednesday, four other College students were robbed. The book was stolen from their table in the Hydrogen Building and was taken from their backpack. A gold watch was stolen from their home.

Crime Hits New High; Nine Students Robbed

Five robberies occurred yesterday at the College. More than $10 in money and equipment was stolen. A male student in the Hydrogen Building was robbed and drafted with the wallet, lying on top of her books, looked up and noticed that the wallet, containing $6, was missing.

At 1:30 PM a male student who was studying in Room Main walked out for a moment. When he returned his coat was missing.

At 1:40 PM an open locker was ransacked and $12 was stolen. Shortly afterwards a gold watch was taken from another locker in the Hydrogen Building.

Penal Code

Mr. Stamos O. Zades (Student Life) warned all students to be careful of belongings. A copy of the penal code has been placed in the Cafeteria. It states that if anyone who is not a student, and is found in the building, may be arrested for "disorderly conduct." Mr. Zades also said that if any student sees a suspicious character in the building, they should report him to Room 120 Main.

"I don't feel that this is the work of students," he added, "In all such sex crimes with students I don't find them that way." Mr. Zades urged all students to be careful of belongings.

Compulsory Membership List Submitted by Young Liberals

The Young Liberals decided last week to comply with the compulsory membership list ruling, passed Faculty by the Studies Committee in granting no special consideration for political clubs that submit a roll of members as a club list regulation. They feel that the ruling was very close. According to Miss Shacknow, the club was taking this step with "profound misgivings."

**Freedom Wk. Essay Contest**

Plans for an essay writing contest for Academic Freedom Week have been announced by the Student Government Division, sponsor of the week. All students at the College are being asked to write an essay of 500 words or more on some topic directly related to academic freedom. The winner will receive a current book on the topic of civil liberties. Professor John Thurston (English), Professor Coleman O. Parsons (English), and Mr. Irwin Stark (English) have agreed to judge the contest.

All entries must be submitted to the English Department office, Room 116 Main, no later than Tuesday, April 19.
Speaker Views Disarmament
As Help for Poor Countries

"If there is a world disarmament agreement between nations, the money that these countries would save from military expenditure could be put into a fund to aid underdeveloped nations," said Mr. Hans Singer, Director of the United Nations Economic Research Department yesterday.

Speaking before the Economic Society, on the subject, "Economic Development in Underdeveloped Areas," Mr. Singer gave a review of the work that the UN has accomplished and is planning to do for underdeveloped nations.

Having just returned from a trip to Turkey and Syria, Mr. Singer said that the UN tries to plan a program for the nations seeking aid, but there is no way to enforce the recommended plan for a particular state.

At the present time approximately $15,000,000 is given in the form of technical assistance, but applications exceed $75,000,000, so only one-third of the countries applying for aid receive it.

A new UN agency, he noted, the International Finance Corporation, is being set up to supplement the International Bank in aiding underdeveloped nations.

The IFC will remove some of the limitations that are imposed on nations by the World Bank. The agency, which will be capitalized at $100,000,000, will involve the capital by buying stock in a new project and selling out as soon as it starts to make a profit. He expects the agency to be operative by the end of the year.

"There is a great deal of the UN is not doing, but at the present time the program is not disheartening," Mr. Singer said. The area of fastest development in Latin America, he added, as compared with the spotty development throughout the rest of the world.

Bon Voyage

Professor Oscar I. Janowsky (History) will travel to Israel during the spring season to attend a meeting of the Board of Governors of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. In addition to being a member of the Board of Governors, the professor is chairman of the University's Academic Council, an international group of Jewish and Christian scholars who advise the University.

There's even more to Chevrolet styling than meets the eye!

This is beauty with a bonus for Chevrolet styling is designed to add safety and comfort while you drive, and to return greater value when you trade.

Truly modern lines are shaped by usefulness. You see what we mean in the deep crystal curve of Chevrolet's Sweep-Sight windshield...a dramatic style note, certainly, but one that stems from the need for wider, safer vision. Or take high-set taillights—they add to the impressive length of line...but they are up where they can be seen for safety's sake.

The smart lounges across the hood aren't just decoration...they mark the intake for the High-Level ventilation system for cleaner, fresher air. And the whole shape of the body—the lowness, the dipped belt line—is more a reflection of a lowered center of gravity, the added stability.

This is truly functional styling that serves you the way you think...the way you like to drive. And you'll find it标准 in every model from $990 to $1629.

Job Opportunities for Chefs

The various fields of employment in the chemical industry were discussed yesterday by Prof. A. X. Schmidt (Chemical Engineering) in a talk before a meeting of American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

Discussing the profession of chemical engineering under the five categories or research and development, design, production, sales, and management, Professor Schmidt indicated what he felt was the necessary background and duties of the chemical engineer in each of the categories.

No one of the fields, Prof. Schmidt believes, is more advantageous to the student seeking to reach the higher echelons of the industry. If the student has the technical background and the ability to get along with his fellow workers, Prof. Schmidt feels that no matter what field he starts in, he should be successful.

The chemical engineer who intends to work and study for a master's degree at the same time is in an advantageous position, according to Prof. Schmidt. While working, the engineer can decide what field he is interested in and then specialize in that field while studying for his master's degree.

Tix...  

Meyer Baden, Senior Class President, announced yesterday that a fifteen cent reduction on tickets for Drama's production of "Montserrat" to be presented this Friday and Saturday is available to all seniors.

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
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City College Females, Take Heart! Males Abound in All Sizes, Shapes

Girls studying at the College for the time-honored MRS degree should be heartened by the latest boy-girl statistics. There are 5086 males here to 1481 women, or an average of 3.40 males to every female.

This ratio becomes even larger in the School of Technology, where there are 1383 boys to every female; in music, in round figures, 2542 male slide rule tories to ten of the distaff variety.

In Liberal Arts the ratio is closer to two-to-one, with 2866 boys and 1077 girls. The School of Education, however, has the women in the lead, with 24 em­ bryo schoolmasters for each lone budding schoolmaster.

There are also seven females and thirty males from the Baruch School taking courses uptown. Their ratio of four boys to one girl also points to the fact that the predominant trend seems to be an excess of males.

City College was entirely without females until 1938, when one Technology co-ed freshman en­ tered. September 1943 was the date of the invasion of the School of Education by fifteen co-eds. The last holdout, Liberal Arts, (Continued on Page Four)

WHAT’S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.

Droodle suggested by Norman Gerber, C.C.N.Y.

H AVE A LITTLE FUN when you smoke. Enjoy yourself. Give your­ self the pleasure of a better-tasting Lucky Strike. The enthusiasm often inspired by Luckies’ famous better taste is illustrated in the Droodle (right) titled: Alphabet soup for Lucky smoker. So why stew over what cigarette to smoke? Luckies’ taste is letter-perfect. After all, L.S. (M.F.T)—LuckyStrike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is toasted to taste better. “It’s Toasted”—the famous Lucky Strike process—tones up Luckies’ light, mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better... cleaner, fresher, smoother. When you light up, enjoy the better-tasting cigarette... Lucky Strike.

STUDENTS! EARN $25!

Lucky Droodies* are pouring in! Where are you? We pay $25 for all we use, and for many we don’t. So, send every original Droodie in your noodle, with its descriptive title, to Lucky Droodie, F. O. Box 67, New York 66, N. Y.

*DROODLES Copyright 1952 by Page Press
Evil Spirits Take Heed! 600 Gargoyles on Duty

The gargoyles adorning the College's buildings may have been in high style when they were created in 1903, but the opinion today seems to be that they should have remained in the Middle Ages.

According to Mr. Ralph Fabel (Art), "This architecture is not an expression of its age. The original purpose of a gargoyle was to frighten away evil spirits and today we do not use gargoyles in this spirit."

Mr. Jacob Lundy (Art), holding these same views, said that we are plagued by medievalism and that "we falsify our modem materials." He qualified this, however, saying that a gargoyles leap, lie prone or stand on their hands, laugh and cry, study minutiae and scowl over their studies. They are 600 in number and are engaged in the same activities as their living counterparts among the student body. On the Technology Building they forge, plane and bore; along the walls of Main they forge, plane and bore; along the walls of the Chemistry Building they perform inscrutable experiments; on the Hygiene Building they are found romping in sport; and from the walls of Main the student body. On the Technology Building they forge, plane and bore; along the walls of the Chemistry Building they perform inscrutable experiments; on the Hygiene Building they are found romping in sport; and from the walls of Main the student body.

Opinion

Question: What do you think of the edict that there will be no "necking" in Knittle Lounge?

Don Reynolds, U. Jr. 5: I really thought it was a joke. A little affection gives the College a nice atmosphere.

Myrna Gritz, U. So. 1: Putting an arm around a girl is not indecent and not a defilement of "necking." The edict is very old-fashioned and prudish.

Eddie Katz, U. So. 5: I've never seen "necking" in Knittle Lounge. Not enough people know what the place is for.

Judith Rossnick, U. So. 1: Public displays of affection are not in good taste, however holding hands and resting a weazy head on a masculine shoulder is quite permissible.

Martin Water, L. Jr. 1: The very nature of a college society is to counter established custom. Therefore, it is inherent in our way of life that we make love in college.

Margie Goodman, U. F. 1: I can see no intrinsic value in a liberal education without "necking."

Women...

(Continued from Page Three) finally became co-ed in September 1951, when 315 girls entered.

An investigation into the number of female lower freshmen this term yields the startling fact that there is only one girl registered in the School of Education. This fact is easily explained; most students planning to teach must register in Liberal Arts until they pass the qualifying exams in their sophomore and junior years.

Guarded by Medieval Pinkerton Men

Why do more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than any other filter cigarette?

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY GIVES YOU A PURE, NON-MINERAL, NON-TOXIC FILTER WITH 20,000 FILTER TRAPS IN EVERY FILTER TIP!

1. Yes, only Viceroys have this filter composed of 20,000 tiny filter traps. You cannot obtain the same filtering action in any other cigarette.

2. Besides being non-mineral and non-toxic, this cellulose acetate filter never shreds or crumbles.

3. The Viceroy filter wasn't just whipped up and rushed to market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand for filtered cigarettes. Viceroy pioneered. Started research more than 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter.

4. Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have a finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters. Rich, satisfying, yet pleasantly mild.

5. Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn't know, without looking, that it even had a filter tip...and Viceroy costs only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters.

It pays to advertise in OP

That's why more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than any other filter cigarette...that's why VICEROY is the largest-selling filter cigarette in the world!
Is This Trip Necessary?

At the Student Council meeting two weeks ago, SC took a very high-standing stand on House Plan’s relationship to Student Union. Though it sounded nice, it meant nothing. SC wants the “principle and ideal” of HP to be incorporated in SU. What would we like to know specifically are the “principles and ideals” of HP?

Now Bob Mayo, Chairman of the SU Budget Committee, has made it plain that House Plan will receive no special privileges in SU. The HP officials did not seem too perturbed. Though they did not praise Mayo’s position, they did not strongly attack it. They seem to feel that the HP Council stand taken early in the month will become reality in SU. If that is so, the HP Council, in public statements, have expressed the feeling that the staff will be provided for them, and the staff which will generously permit to work on other SU projects and activities.

The present program will not only be unnecessary in the Student Union, but actually can become an expensive factor. To continue the HP program, as the House Plan Council observed, a large staff is needed. Why should such a staff be maintained, as it would be necessary, to support a program that is outmoded?

The present plans for SU provide for facilities and organization to replace the HP program, and offer a considerably more sociable experience for a very nominal fee. The program of student “houses,” which some students enjoy, can continue in SU. We think it can—without the present House Plan organization remaining in existence.

The plans for Student Union call for a committee co-ordinated by Department of Student Life personnel. Surely a committee could handle the coordinating details for individual houses that are presently only a part of the work of the sprawling HP governmental structure.

About Time

Student Co. n.e.11’s indefatigable Vice-President, Martin Gruberg, is stil’ hard at work, trying to make SC a more efficient and efficient body.

His latest proposal asks for a student referendum to eliminate the positions of SC Secretary and Treasurer and leave the two positions filled in the future by two persons appointed by Council. The change is one that has long been feared.

In the past, the student government has too often been hamstrung by treasurers and secretaries who have been better politicians than administrators. They have been more adept at job hunting than job doing. If this proposal is passed, there will be fewer mistakes on the SC Executive Committee. Gruberg’s proposal makes provision for the addition of two Associate Vice Presidents. We think this is a workable plan. Not only will it decrease the burden on the President and Vice President, but it will offer valuable experience to future administrators.

Gruberg’s plan is a step in the right direction—toward a more responsible and efficient student government.

There’s one teacher at the College who freely admits to being in the dark most of the time. Mr. Arthur Knight (Films) has for many years spent most of his waking hours in the dark—watching movies.

Mr. Knight, who is film critic for the Saturday Review of Literature, first got his experience at reviewing movies in Judson and Senior High School. “I always liked films,” he said, “and I always liked movies.” While in his last year of high school, he came to New York from his native Philadelphia, and attended the College. In February, he took the position of SC Secretary and Treasurer and the final decision of whether he will stay in his position is up to him. Mr. Knight worked at the then Museum of Modern Art. He became assistant curator of its film library.

During the war, he served overseas. There, he discovered that there was a place in the army for film experts. The Signal Corps ran an audio-visual education program, and Mr. Knight soon became an officer of the program. Many of his students have also gone into this field in the army.

In 1932, after having been a film expert for the army, Mr. Knight started teaching at the College. At this time he also began his reviews for the Saturday Review.

Recently Mr. Knight has done several film adaptations, and has written several television programs. Mr. Knight has also had articles published in Repertoire and in Harper’s. Last year he wrote a script for CBS-TV’s “ Omnibus,” being in charge of the film selection.

Mr. Knight’s future plans involve a new television program, “Omnibus,” which will start in April on WOR-TV.

Fred Boretz
From the Army to “Aida”

friends to the College. Of one of them suggested, “Let’s go to the Met.” Fred, willing to do anything once, assented. He saw “Aida” that first evening and since that time has gone back a hundred times. Fred, who stands in the fifth balcony (Family Circle) when he is down there, says that he is no exception in this respect. “It’s a different way to think down,” explains Fred. “I wouldn’t think of taking a seat. First of all, many times you can just let alone sitting down, and then I might fall asleep.”

It has been rumored that the House Manager wants to do away with student claims that they are too noisy and partisan. If this is done, says Fred, “the spirit of the Met will be lost.” Students appreciate the performances. They are super critics because they attend so many performances. They are now informed about the Met than most patrons. They take a genuine interest in the performance and the performers.

Fred Boretz

Fred Boretz

Sponsored by: Am. Students for Peace, Curwen Arts, P.I.T. League, E.A.P. Group, S.A.C., Students of Russian, Black Student Union.
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The College Scene

By The Associated Collegians Press

To Bathe or Not to Bathe

While city college students struggle with blistering March winds and near freezing temperatures, Miami students are debating a proposal introduced by the University of Miami to ban bath beaches.

The bathing beach scheme has come under attack by the Miami Hurricane, the University's undergraduate newspaper, as furthering the detrimental "country club reputation" now facing the school.

"It's hard enough now," said the editors, "to prevent the red University mask—"the study and recreation of unbridled and educational growth going on daily. It's hard enough to convince people that we are not the playboys within school, but that it is not playboy school."

Fun. Skin Deep

Friatetny efforts in Texas and Colorado to add a minimum of water boating regulations are likely to be abandoned as a result of a three day campaign on the Idaho campus last fall.

That Empty Feeling

Breakfast, or rather the lack of it, was the recent concern of the Michigan State Dormitory Association. Among the 2,133 bills of students given during this term, the dormitories at the State University are without milk for their morning meal.

Only one percent of the several UCLAs interviewed, sighed the Daily Bruin, ate what was considered a really full breakfast. "Not even 20 per cent of this group admitted that they were chronically tired."

The Michigan State News was able to find only one lone student who confessed to an ordinary breakfast.

Sign Please

Long Island University's Young Democrats have asked for a loyalty oath from every student graduate, according to the Seawanhaka, the college's weekly.

"In order to receive a degree, the graduate would have to sign a statement disclaiming past or present membership in the Communist Party or any other organization on the Attorney General's subversive list," declared Bernard Rosenbloom, former president of the Young Democrats.

Rosenbloom said that he hopes the policy will be instituted this term. The YD's report stated that members of the Young Democrats have already signed a statement pledging their loyalty.

The proposal has been called in a Seawanhaka editorial "the height of ineffective politicking" and predicting that a "loyal American doesn't have to have 'loyalty papers' in his record in order to graduate from a college that prepares him to live in a democracy."

Clothes Make the Man? Unconventional? In the Twentieth Century all dull conformity?

If your answer is yes, you will have to convince Dave Andrews of Oklahoma A&M.

On a dare from a professor, who insisted that unconventionality is dead, the experimental student took a noon hour stroll on the crowded co-educational campus in his underwear. It is reported that the feat hardly raised an eyebrow.

"I venture also proved profitable to Andrew as well students," who presented him with a $3.54 collection to make it worth while.

Last Laugh

A series of Chaplin's silent films, dating back to forty years ago, were shown at the Regent in a special "Audience reaction to an old silent film," he said, "was probably as uninhibited as that of many years ago. The group I was with thought that many of the situations were uproarious—and they were. Half way through the films, he said, "was probably as uninhibited as that of many years ago. The group I was with thought that many of the situations were uproarious—and they were. Half way through the films, half way through the films, he said, "was probably as uninhibited as that of many years ago. The group I was with thought that many of the situations were uproarious—and they were. Half way through the films, half way through the films, he said, "was probably as uninhibited as that of many years ago. The group I was with thought that many of the situations were uproarious—and they were. Half way through the films, he said, "was probably as uninhibited as that of many years ago. The group I was with thought that many of the situations were uproarious—and they were. Half way through the films, he said, "was probably as uninhibited as that of many years ago.
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Traffic Situation Bottlenecked Here: Jasper Oval May Relieve Problem

By PAUL KRAMER

It was nine o'clock in the morning in front of Army Hall, and rain was coming down heavily. It seemed to me to be the perfect moment to try to go through Army Hall's gates in search of parking space. "No parking," the watchman, stamping his feet and waving his arms from side to side, yelled as I tried to get through the gates. The driver started open to the window, ready for an argument, but changed his mind and signed the ticket out. "It can't be helped," said Alfonso Avers, the Army Hall watchman. "There are just too many cars and not enough space."

This sums up the parking situation at the College. The Army Hall lot is the only parking lot available to students, and thus there is no guarantee that they can be moved. The Department of Buildings and Grounds, however, has recently outlawed this system.

According to Mr. Kenneth G. Eiss, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, that system "took too much work." "The College had the responsibility of driving student's cars," he said.

Dean James S. Peace (Student Life) estimates that there are roughly 7750 students who regularly drive to school. Student Council is looking into their problems. The Student Affairs Committee has studied the parking situation and has submitted its report to the president. The Community suggests expanding parking on St. Nicholas Terrace from 136th Street to 140th Street, and on 138th Street and 136th Street, on either side of Lewisohn Stadium. In all their reports, they said, the report, through traffic would be prohibited.

Others have suggested that the above streets be made into one-way lanes, thus allowing parking on one side. Proposals to make Jasper Oval into a parking lot, and to the不想用"Frederick B. Robinson Memorial Library. As it stands it is nothing but a deep excavation, and it is referred to by some as the "Frederick B. Robinson Memorial Hole." If used for parking it would house about seventy-five cars. It is used by four or five Kappa Sigma men for their cars. Even this, it turns out, is illegal. The entrance to the "Hole" Department of Park property, and a permit from City would be needed to use it legally. "But we have no way of getting a permit," says Mr. Fleming.

Another parking possibility is the site between the Main Library and Drill Hall. Originally it was supposed to be the foundation site for a Frederick B. Robinson Memorial Library. As it stands it is supposed to be the foundation site for a Frederick B. Robinson Memorial Library. As it stands it is nothing but a deep excavation, and it is referred to by some as the "Frederick B. Robinson Memorial Hole." If used for parking it would house about seventy-five cars. It is used by four or five Kappa Sigma men for their cars. Even this, it turns out, is illegal. The entrance to the "Hole" Department of Park property, and a permit from City would be needed to use it legally. "But we have no way of getting a permit," says Mr. Fleming.

Another parking possibility is the site between the Main Library and Drill Hall. Originally it was supposed to be the foundation site for a Frederick B. Robinson Memorial Library. As it stands it is nothing but a deep excavation, and it is referred to by some as the "Frederick B. Robinson Memorial Hole." If used for parking it would house about seventy-five cars. It is used by four or five Kappa Sigma men for their cars. Even this, it turns out, is illegal. The entrance to the "Hole" Department of Park property, and a permit from City would be needed to use it legally. "But we have no way of getting a permit," says Mr. Fleming.

Manhattanville

According to Dean Engler, the school that provides space in Manhattanville are available, but the Dean thinks that at least only up to forty cars could be accommodated.

Mr. Fleming summed up the parking situation at the College this way: "The problem exists in every large city, and is by no means unique to City. We must first of all look at New York City as a whole and realize that parking facilities are poor all over the nation, and that we cannot expect that they be very different, at City College."
Stickmen Inaugurate Season; Face Big Ten Champs—Ohio State in Lewishohn Today at 2

Lavender also learned that they have been given a one-third share in the basketball trophy symbolic of municipal collegiate competition. The award, donated by the CCNY Varsity Alumni Association, is given to the college with the best record in competition with its city rivals. The year the Kowalskis finished in a triple tie with Brooklyn and Queens: all three showing two wins and one loss each.

At present the cup is in possession of City by virtue of the team’s 3-0 record in the 1953-54 campaign. One win will stretch the record to four months and then turned over to the Kingsmen.

Spring Sports

8 Returning Vets Strengthen Raquetmen’s 1955 Chances

Forty Colleges Compete

Elected...

Morton Glasser, a sophomore, was elected to captain the fencing team next term, replacing Dick Bruce who is graduating. Tom Susco, a junior, was named first team All-American.

Ohio State’s offense is spearheaded by Darrell Apt, who was ineligible in 1954, but is the best stick man on the team, and Dick Woolley, team captain and on offense by Robin Smith, a big 200-pounder who supposedly moves well for a big man. Goalie

In the new plan due to prior commitments, the opponents City expects to meet will be Brooklyn and Hunter College.

Rugged Opposition

The only college City expects to meet outside of one of the four municipal colleges. Dr. Arthur H. Deane, Faculty Manager, and co-coach of the Athletics Committee, will be in charge of the entire 1955 squad, and executive secretary of the College’s Athletic Association.

Fencing Trio Against Forty NCAA Rivals

Three members of the college fencing team will compete in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) fencing tournament to be held at Lansing, Michigan. The trio consists of Aubrey Sereman, Eastern Intercollegiate foil champion, Captain Bill Susco, and sophomore Joel Wolfe.

Forty Colleges Compete

Harvey Rothstein, Mel Drimmer, Allie Smilove, and Artie Schrieber, ineligible to compete, but regarded as promising youngsters for the future, are Gerardo Gomez, Rich­ard Woolley (who played fresh­men basketball), and William Schanzer.
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